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THAT’S IT. BRINGS CELEBRATED PLANT-BASED SUPER SNACKS TO CANADA FOR FIRST TIME 

WITH NATIONWIDE LOBLAWS LAUNCH  
To celebrate, That’s it. to give away a years’ worth of fruit bars to three lucky Canadians  

 
(LOS ANGELES, CA: NOVEMBER 17, 2020) – Los Angeles-based That’s it. announced today that its 
flagship Fruit Bars are now available in Canada at select Loblaws nationwide. America’s #1 fruit bar brand 
has grown a cult following thanks to its simple, recognizable ingredients and exceptional taste and texture. 
Having already innovated the natural foods category in the U.S., That’s it. now makes a giant step into 
international expansion with a Canadian launch.  
 
That’s it. Fruit Bars, now the top-selling fruit bar in the United States1, are renowned for containing only two 
ingredients: fruit + fruit. These groundbreaking healthy snacks deliver unprecedented taste, texture, and 
purity of ingredients, and contain absolutely no added purees, juices of concentrates. The plant-based bars 
are preservative-free, non-GMO, and free of all priority allergens. The launch brings four of That’s it.’s most 
popular Fruit Bar flavours to Canadians for the first time: 
 

• Apple + Blueberries 
• Apple + Mangos 
• Apple + Strawberry 
• Apple + Cherry  

 
“I started That’s it. to make real nutrition more accessible to people everywhere, and our launch in Canada 
is an important step in that direction,” said That’s it. Founder and CEO Dr. Lior Lewensztain. “At That’s it., 
we believe in the power of nutrition and a healthy, whole foods-based diet. At a time when immune health 
is more important than ever before, I think that Canadians are going to love the convenience and nutritional 
strength of our delicious products.” 
 
Also now available in Canada is That’s it.’s selection of its celebrated organic dark chocolate Truffles to 
Canada. Made of 100% organic dark chocolate and no soy or dairy, these vegan truffles are the cleanest 
chocolate on the market. With each Truffle containing no more than five ingredients total and 36 calories or 
less, this healthy decadence comes in four flavours:  
 

• Fig 
• Date 
• Banana  
• Cherry 

																																																								
1 SPINS scan Natural and Specialty Gourmet Channels (proprietary), SPINS scan Conventional Multi Outlet (powered by IRI); TOTAL US – 
Dollar Sales, Wellness Bars, 13 Quads End 2020-Sep-06 



 
“We’re very excited to have a new allergy-friendly snack option in Canada,” noted Food Allergy Canada 
Executive Director Jennifer Gerdts. “Increasing the number of safe foods options for Canadians with food 
allergy is important. It’s great to have a new line of products in Canada that make it simple for the food 
allergy community to understand what’s in their food so they can avoid what they are allergic to, and a new 
food manufacturer that is committed to making products without any of the priority allergens.  
 
To celebrate its Canadian launch, That’s it. will give a years’ worth of That’s it. Fruit Bars (that’s 365 fruit 
bars!) to three lucky Canadians, making it easier than ever to get your daily fruit servings. Visit the That’s 
it. Instagram page (@thatsit) from November 17 – 28, 2020, and let us know why you love Canada in the 
comments section for a chance to win.   
 
That’s it. Fruit Bars are now available in Canada at select Loblaws nationwide. They can also be found at 
London Drugs, Longos and GroceryGetaway.com, Fortinos, Wholefoods, Well.ca, at many local natural 
stores. Fruit Bars and Truffles can also be found online at Amazon.ca and www.ca.Thatsitfruit.com.  
 
About That’s it.  
 
Eating healthy should never be complicated. That’s it. is dedicated to making delicious, convenient, plant-
based super snacks from only the purest ingredients, and completely free from all priority allergens. Since 
2012, That’s it. has been innovating the natural food category in the United States with its portfolio of simple 
and nutritious snacks, made from real, whole foods. We transparently make snacks without secrets, with 
all items containing five ingredients or less. Our flagship Fruit Bars, now the #1 fruit bar in America, contains 
only two ingredients: fruit + fruit. That’s it.  
 
That’s it. offers a broad range of on-the-go snacks, using only natural, non-GMO, preservative-free and 
allergen-free ingredients, and with no added purees, juices or concentrates. All products are kosher-
certified, plant-based, and gluten-free. Since launching in Canada in 2020, you can find That’s it. at 
Lowblaws, London Drugs, Longos, Fortinos, Wholefoods, Well.ca, and online at Amazon.ca and 
www.ca.Thatsitfruit.com. Learn more at Facebook and Instagram.  
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